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. IN ALBERTA FAN'S VIEWS of any relief from the Government
of the depression and its causes com)ng down my way, and I'm
found publication in the Renfrew, wiHing to be. either a Conservative,
Ont. Mercury, Renfrew is the a Liberal, a U. F. A., or a Com,,,
home town of Ar- munist for a few months; if that
chie M. O'Connor will help out any.''
of St. Thomas,
*
and Mr. O'Connor
W. E. DELANO UNDERforwards a clip- stands that gold eyes are not only
ing c o n t a ining common in local waters, but are
the views of the found in considerable numbers in
A I b e rt a m an, Red Lake, Minnesota.
which ' are
set
* * *
forth as follows:
.J. A. M'CARTNEY WRITES
There seems to from Larimore:
be so much talk
*
*
about our so-call"I AGREE WITH YOU ON THE
prosperiety. I be- subject of gold eyes and I very
lieve it's my duty much disagree with the statement
to w r i t e m Y that these fish are found only in
views on the Manitoba. The Red Deer river h1
same, and help · Alberta has plenty of gold eyes,
Davies
·
analyze the situ- and I have .caught plenty of gold
ation so far _as possible, so's we can eyes there myself. There are also
make up our , minds we had auto gold eyes in the Saskatchewan
_change our ways of _living and so river, as I have c.a ught them there
forth.
near Edmonton.
"I have taken my own, case for
"I wish we could straighten out
·instance. I see my mistakes and the argument about pike and pickmany other~ have acted likewise. I erel. I agree with the Hudson's
bought a Ford instead of a farm Bay man you mention. Is there
and it is worn out, but the farm some way we can get together on
I I figured on is still O.K. I invest- this,,,,
ed in a radio instead of a cow,
·
and the radio gives static instead
A WAY D o w N NEAR THE
of milk.
. foot of the list of Farmer-Labor
"I am feeding five nice hounds candidates for congress in Minne. which answer to the names of Red, sota appeared the name of J'. Adam
Red Wing, Slobber, J'ake, and Bay- Bede. Mr. Bede was one of those
'rum, instead of five pigs. I had who also ran but failed to arrive.
our piano tuned instead of the well Many years ago he was a Republicleaned out. I spent all my cash in can congressman from Minnesota,
1928 and used my credit in 1929 and he became famous for his wit
and traded my future wages on in- and humor. Possibly seeking a
stallments in 1930, so hard times nomination for congress on the
caught me in bad shap·e last fall.
Farm.e r-Labor ticket was just an"If I had spent my last ten dol- other of his jokes.
lars for flour and wheat instead of
"'
*
gas and oil, I'd have been 0. K.
SOMETIME AFTER THE
I built a nice garage last year in- Spanish-American· war, when the
stead of covering my barn, and I question of what disposition to
loafed in a mountain two weeks in- make of the Philippines was bestead of being · in the pasture fix- ing debated with great heat and
ing it so's cow won't get out', but rancor. Congressman Bede proposshe is ~ry and mortgaged to boot ed a solution, which was that the
f for . two blankets
my wife bought islands be traded to · Great Britain.
Ifrom an agent instead of paying for Ireland. Asked how that would
the taxes.
improve our situation Bede replied,
'I'm on a cash basis now, but "We c·ould at , least raise our own
ain't got n:o cash. I am tied to the policemen."
end of my rope and the man I'm
* *
,vorking
for
,
is
busted
on
account
.
FOR
SOME
YEARS AFTER .
1
of nobody won't pay him. I had $4 his retirement ·from ·congress Bede
1 saved ·up for· a rainy day; it turned devoted himself to writing and. lec1ry and I spent the $4 saved for turing. I think he . published · a .
'- two inner tubes.
.
. book or two, and ,he covered sev"I · tried hard to make both ends eral
the Chautauqua circuits.
meet with a turnip patch but when Something like' twenty years ago ·
I got turnips ready to sell every- he was the speaker at a Grand
body was selling turnips for· noth- Forks meeting of the North Daing, and the market was glutting. kota Press association, and my
'! I'm worried plum tQ the bone an~ principal · recollection of that meetmy wife's kinfolk are coming -over ing is of the way that Norman
next Tuesday to spend two weeks. Black fairly quivere(l , with laugh"Wrlta or telephone , lf you hear ter over the 'sallies of the speaker.
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ALF EASTGATE OF LARImore makes this welcome' contribution to the discussion which started with gold eyes and has since
broadened to inelude several other kinds of fish:
"I have been
waiting for all
interested in the
gold eyes to have
their say, an d
have noted McCartney's
letter
asking about the
pike and pickerel.
"I do not believe there ever
was a pickerel
caught as far
north as North
D~vies
Dakota.
What is called pickerel in Canada
are known as wall-eyed pike or
pike-perch in this country. What
we call pickerel and great northern pike are called jackfish in
Canada. Among the fishermen in
Minnesota they claim they · have
the snakey pickerel and pike, but
the only ·reason for making the
distlnction is one of food supply.
1
When food is scarce the fish are
very slender and the head is out of
proportion to 'the balance of the
body, the same thing occurs in our
yellow perch. In some of our waters the · perch is as slim as a trout,
while in other places the· fish are
very deep and thick.
'

* * *

"THE BUREAU OF AMERICAN
Fisheries gives this. about the
pickerel, great northern pike and
muskelunge:

* * *

" 'Pickerel never exceeds 16 in. in
length, habitate as far north as
Missouri. Great no~thern pike, no
limit given but up to 60 lbs. in
weight; from Iowa north to Alaska
muskie Minnesota north.' .
~

* *

"IT IS HARD TO GET AWAY
from local nomenculture on many
of our wild life but especi~lly fish,
because of the slight, changes in- environment only a few miles apart,
caused by depth and'- chemical contents of water, food supply and
protectiont so that very. few will
agree Upon the identification of
species. About the goldeyes. In
early days they . were caught by
the ,hundreds .at Grand Forks. Forty years , ago. an old fell ow made
"' his living , catching them and selling them, around town~ I cannot· remember his name except 'Swede
John', and if . the St. Andrew's
locks had not been built they
would catch them there yet.

"WHEN ANYONE MAKES THE
statement that any special form
of natural life is found only at a
certain place they leave . out a bi
territory. Years ago I was up in
western Saskatchewan, Canada, in
the brush among the sandhills,
and there I saw several small rabbits. I wrote in to the department
at Washington to find out what
one could be expected there. They
knew it was not the cotten-tail
as that was ·500 miles out of its
range, that it must be the Verying hare and I knew u •could not be
that as conditions were not right
for it there. I had not killed any
as it is not good sportsmanship to
kill just for fun, but the next year
got two fine cotten-tails and sent
them to the biological survey for
identification. And that goes for
all form of natural life, but we all
get mixed up when we try to identify by local names."

* * *

MR. EASTGATE CALLS ATtention to a fact that ~~ often overlooked, namely, that food supply
and many other factors cause perceptible differences in the appearance · of members of the same species of the animal creation, so that,
as he says, there is often confusion as t~ the classification of particular members of the family.
Structural characteristics, I suppose, are unchanged. Members of
the sam~ species · will have the
same arrangement of teeth 'and the
same number of vertebra, no matter where found. But while the::e
differences exist, environment may
modify them to such an extent
that they are scarcely recogniz- ·
able. And, according to one theory
of eyolution, in a long period even
structural characteristics become
completely changed because of the
pressure and the leading of environment.
* *
i
AS TO THE INFLUENCE OF
the St. Andre:w's dam on the· fish
populat'ion of the upper Red riv·
er, I suppose that a fish slide had
been provided in the building of
that · dam. I have never noticed
the .' slide, but took it as a matter
of. course. In any event, the operation of· the locks would permit' the
passage of considerable numbers of
fish.
.
~~<:
I HAVEN'T BEEN·. FISHING .
for a long time, and don't know
what they are catching in the . Red
-Tiver now, but 1 have supposed that
gold, eyes we.r~ still being taken. If,
as Mr. DeLano says, these fish are
abunda~t in . Red Lake, there is
nothing to hinder their. presence in
any of the connected waters.

*.

J

* *

I,

SOMEWH~RE - I THINK I
is in "Our Mutual Friend,"-Dick
ens tells of a lovable old woma
named Betty. She was of humbl
station, had nei
ther kith nor kin
and all her life
had been devoted to hard labor.
Her earnings had
been small, and
her closing days
were days of dire
poverty. But if
Betty was poor in
money and . chattels, she was ric
in the possessio
of an unconquer
able spirit. Al
her life she had
earned her
Davies
way, and she
was determined to do so until th
end.

* * *

IN THOSE DAYS THEY HAD
not heard of the dole. There was
no Red Cross, and there were none
ot the other agencies for poor re
lief with which we have become
familiar. Instead there was th
poorhouse, which was anything bu
an ideal institution. In her old age
Betty lived in fear of the poorhouse. Betty was accustomed to
poorer accommodations and more
meager fare than were found in
the poorhouse, and these things
did not trouble her. Her fear
which became abject terror, wa~
that well meaning persons, knowing of her destitution and of ·her
inability to perform her accustomed work, would have her committed to the poorhouse and that she
would thus become a public charge,
forfeiting the independence which
she had struggled so courageously
to maintain. With mind weakened
by· illness she ran away, and after
days and nights of exposure she
was found .dying in a lonely field.
With almost her last breath she
told of the little sum of money
hidden in her clothing which she
had saved to pay for her own
burial.

* *

THAT GALLANT *SOUL HAD
gone through life resolute in her
determination . to "owe no man
anything." She had made her own
, way in honor and self respect. She
had worked hard for a mere pittance, but she had been a faithful
worker and loyal friend. Her fear
of sacrificing her independence had
distorted her perspective, for those
whom she had served well would
have thought it a privilege to maintain her all her days and would
have felt that she had earned all

that tney coU1a give her. But Bet- produce a red sweet pea and anty was · proud ·and sensitive and
other a purple one, yet I defy the
would have nothing · that · looked
expert to tell the two apart.
like alms. Penny by penny she had
* * * LAW . IS
hoarded the little- sum w:hich· she
IF THE GOVERNING
carried with her, and' which not . . a mystery, the variations from it
even starvation would induce her ' are equally mysterious. Look for
to touch. She faced death with the instance, at your petunias. ' One
determination that even after would suppose that all the blosdeath there would be no record : soms on the same plant would be
against her of having failed- to . colored alike. Sometimes they are,
earn all that she had received, even · but not always. I can show you a
to t_h e burial of her shrunken body ~. plant on which there are blossoms
in ground for which she had paid. :, principally white, with strong pur* *
~ ple markings; , blossoms principally
THAT IS ONE OF THE BITS ! white with purple blotches, and
- ·- blossoms_ of solid dark purple.
., of fiction for which Dickens :was Those blossoms· are grqwing on the
- famous. Is Betty purely a crea- same plant · and t)ie plant came
t ture of fancy, or did her counter- from _o.n e seed.
part really live? When so many
*
*
, hands are stretched out for graAGAIN, A LITTLE ROSE BUSH
tuities and so many are willing to started out in the spring to proaccept all that can be had with- ·~ duce -white blossoms. It produced
out thought of doing anything in about a dozen of pure white blosreturn for it, poor old Betty seems\ soms, then it changed its mind and
a long way off. But Dickens drew began to produce _pink ones. Perfrom life. The characteristics with haps the answer in that case is
which he endowed his people w ere that one_set of blossoms cam~ from
characteristics w h i c h h e had the grafted stock and the other
known.
from shoots from the original root
stock. But there is no graft about
THERE WERE GREED AND a petunia.
fraud and malingering in the da:ys i-====::======-=========
of which Dickens wrote. There
were the idle and dissolute who
preferred to live off others rather
than to maintain themselves by
their own industry. But here and
there was a Betty, gallant and
courageous, cheerful and self re-·
liant and altogether admirable.

I

*

*

* * *

*

*
WE ARE *LIVING
NOW IN
different times. The poorhouse of
. the old days had disappeared, and
Dickens did much to reform it.
There is less evidence of the superior patronizing spirit of Lord
Bountiful and more of a real sympathetic regard for the welfare of
our fellows. And while the cry
"give me" seems to fill the air, the
spirit of old Betty still lives. There
are those whose courage is not
shaken by' misfortune and whose
r u g g e d independence continues
while they draw breath.

*

* * A BOOK
SOMEBODY WROrl'E
on "Why We Behave Like Human
Beings." A book on "Why Plan ts
Act the Way They Do'' might be
interesting. Somewhere concealed
in the tiniest seed is a something
that the eye cannot perceive nor
the microscope reveal which gov~
erns the nature, form and coloring
of the plant whose first shoot and
rootlet are to emerge from that
seed. One seed will produce a
pumpkin and another a melon, . yet
the seeds look alike. One seed will

V
A NOTE FROM A. B. MUIR OF
Inkster, overlooked for 'some time,
gives some reminiscences of the
trial at Grand Forks growing out
of the shooting of
the Ward brothers near Devils
Lake. It was in
June, 1884, that
Mr. Muir made
his first trip to
Grand Forks as
a juror, and although he was
not drawn on the
case against St.
Clair, who was
tried for the
Ward murder, he
heard
the eviden c e. Mention
Davies
has already been
made of the legal talent employed by the defense
in that case, "Bill" Erwin, the
most famous criminal lawyer in
!he northwest ~t that time, being
m charge of the defense. Associati ed with him were Judge Davis,
I "Cy"
Wellington a n d General
Ward. Major Hamilton, state's attorney of Grand Forks county,
and Attorney General Pratt,· of
Yankton, were in charge of the
prosecution.

all

I

* * *

A FRIEND OF MR. MUIR'S
who was on the jury told him that
for some time the jury stood three
for conviction and nine for acquittal. There being no prospect of
agreement ·on conviction, and the
jurors feeling that nothing was to
be gained by disagreement, the
three agreed to a verdict of acquittal. St. Clair, . the defendant,
owned a large farm north of Devils Lake. Shortly after the trial he
sold his farm and moved away..

*

* *

MR. ·MUIR DOES NOT SPEC!fy, but I suspect that ·the Ward who
was one of the attorneys for the
defense, and who was not related
to the Ward brothers, was the
"General" Ward who for some
time · cut a wide swath in Grand
Forks social, financial and political
circles and who departed suddenly and unexpectedly, leaving his
wife and numerous creditors to
mourn his absence.

*

1

"i"

*

THERE WAS A FAKER THAT
was a faker. I never knew anything of his · antecedents before his
appearance in Grand Forks except
that a Bismarck barber told of
shaving him in Seattle ,under the
name Arthur W. Worthington. After his sudden departure from
Grand Forks nothing was heard
of him for years. Then he attract-

ed the attention of criminal investigators in several eastern states
through his activities, in association with a woman whose name is
forgotten, in the promotion of a
religious cult through which it was
charged that he had relieved several converts of considerable sums
of money. A few years later he and r
his woman companion were oper-1
ating their religious game in Australia and New Zealand, and in one
of those countries Ward was committed to prison for a long term.
~..
'k
INFORMATION ABOUT THE
man's activities in the antipodes
came to Grand Forks from John P.
Bray, then American consul general at Melbourne. Bray had known
Ward in Grand Forks, and when
stories of the man's career were
published in Australian papers his
interest was aroused.

*

* * *

WARD WAS AN ORATOR OF
the flamboyant, spread-eagle type,
and during his .residence in Grand
Forks he was in demand when lt
was desired to make the welkin
ring. Always he wished it understood that he was to be treated as
a person of importance. Once when
he was billed for an address in
Grand Forks, when he found that
the assembled audience consisted
of a mere handful, he left the
place, informing the committee
that he could not be expected to
waste his time speaking to such a
small crowd.
--i~

* *

MR. MUIR HAS AGREED TO
write something about the building
of the Governor's road in Ontario,
which I hope he w1ll do at an earl),
date. My recollection is that the
road ran from Hamilton to London, but that is only the hearsay of
a small boy many years ago. The
road was also known as the plank
road, parts of it having been covered with heavy plank, the precursor of modern pavement.

* * *

A TYPE OF ROAD MORE
familiar to inhabitants of the timbered country was the courduroy
road, of • which the foundation was
a cour~e of 'logs laid close together
crosswise of the road. The logs
were then covered ' with earth.
That type of construction was used
through swampy places, and :it
served for the negotiation of
marshes which otherwise · would
have been impassable. In dry
weather such a road might be excellent, provided it had sufficient
earth coveri~g. In a wet time
wheels cut throQgh the earth and
the traveler went bumpity-bump
over the logs.

NO TWO POLITICAL CONtions and no two election cama.lgns are just alike, but among
of them are points of similarity which are
q u i t e striking.
Between the conditions of 1896
and those of 1932
there are !both
tontrasts a n d
parallels. T h e
positions of the
two parties are
reversed in that
t h e Democrats
had control of
the administration then,
whereas the Republicans are in
charge today. Cleveland was finishing his second term as Hoover
is ~ow finishing his first term.
CleVfland was not a candidate for
renoipination. Hoover is. A multitude pf other differences might be
traced. But there are similarities,
sometimes of a peculiar sort.

* * *

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN
1896 were quite similar to thos
of today. Exact comparisons ar
impossible, because so many of th
factors which make up the total
are t!otnpletely changed. Industrial
ism was just getting under way, a.
was the era of gigantic busines
organization. Means of transportai
tion and communication were the
less well developed, and contac
between distant peoples was les
intimate. Moreover, there was the
no background of a devastatin
World war.

*

* *

THE MAN WHO IN 1896 WAS
borne down by an intolerable burden of debt, or who was forced to
tramp the streets looking for work
when there was none to be had,
an• who has improved his condition ln the meantime, may not be
easily convinced that times today
ar~ worse than they were 36 years
ago, while the man who is not un4ergoing his first plunge into the
chill waters of depression is apt to
feel that never before was there an
~rlence like his.

* * *

AT ANY RATE, TIMES WERE
h,rd. Farm products sold for next
to nothing. Factories were closed.
f~e was no demand for the prodof the mine or forest. Banks
ed. Mortgages were foreclosed.
edit had vaQ,islled. There was an
lnalatent demand tor more money,
· which a large element proposed to
l supply by the free and unlimited
. c._ge of allver.

* * *

IT WAS UNDER• THES:Q: CI
· cmnsta:ncu that the national con
tlon& o.r
at

. St: Louis and tlie Democratic i
Chica8«). The Republican conven
' tion, which was held first, adopte
the gold standard plank which ha
l become historic and nominated. Mc
? Kinley. And the declaration for th
1 gold standard led to the most dra
matic scene ever witnessed in
national political convention.

*

* SILVER DEABOUT 30* FREE
. legates walked out of the convent tion, announcing that they could
not participate further in the proE

.

ceedings. Other groups have walk
ed out of conventions, but not un
der like circumstances. Senato
Teller, of Colorado, leader an
spokesman of the free silver group,
was a charter member of the Re
publican party and he had bee
one of its most respected and de
pendable members. Earnestly an
sorrowfully and without a trace o
passion he announced the severance of relations which had existed
for 40 years. Emotions were deeply
stirred and many of the delegates
were moved to tears. Thus the Republican campaign of 1896 got its
start in a schism within the party.

*·

*

*
THE DEMOCRATS
WERE
g),eful. They assembled in their
~nvention assured of victory. The
free silver idea had swept the
party. There was present a gold
standard contingent, but it was
apparent from the beginning that
it was a free silver convention, and
when Bryan electrified the assemblage with his "cross of gold"
speech his nomination became inevitable,

* *

* .REPUBLITHE SPLIT IN THE
can party was offset in some measure by a similar spi:t in the Democratic party, which resulted later in
the organization of a gold standard
Democratic faction with a presi
dential ticket in the field. But th
enthusiasm was all on the fre
silver side. Free silver became
religion -and it was preached in
crusading spirit. The idea appeal
ed to the common man, the littl
fellow who was hard pressed, an
he was told, as he is told today,
that all the forces of wealth wer
organized against him.

* * *

AS A PLATFORM ORATOR
Bryan. took the country by storm
Everywhere immense crowds turned out to hear him and he was applauded to the echo. Men who had
been Republicans all their lives
flocked to the standard of silver.
Today several senators who have
consistently opposed the Republican party though wearing its label,
refuse to support. the Republican
nominee. In 1896 men whose Republicanism had never been questioned abandoned the party and
took the stump for tbe opposftlon.

*

*

* NEXT TWO
DURING THE
months the outlook for the Republicans was anything but pleasing.
The silver people seemed to be
having everything their own way,
and right up to November many;
Republicans were down in the
dum,a. The tide _turned; :McKinley
·was . elected; and it was demonstrated that the course of a. cam. paign is not to be judged by the
volume of shouting.

* * '*

AS BETWEEN .1896.., AND 1932
the great parallel is in the deman
. that prosperity be restored by the
exercise of the magical power of
government and in the protest
against the element in authority.
Though Cleveland was a Democrat,
the Democratic attitude in 1896 was
as much a protest against his ad. ministration and his policy as if l!)e
' had been of another party. For ttae
purposes of that campaign Cleveland was attacked by the Dep10crabr and supported by the Republicans.

THAT REMINDS lv!E
TODAY AND YESTERDAY BY

I SUPPOSE THERE IS NO
man in the northwest who has a
more intimate knowledge of plant
diseases than has Dr. H. L. Bolley,
of the state Agricultural college.
It is to him that
the world is indebted f or its
knowledge of the
cause of flax wilt,
which has post
farmers hundreds
of millions of dollars, and for the
development of a
flax which is resistant to wilt. It
is to him that we
owe the treatment of seed for
smut and various
Davies
o th e r maladies
and methods of treating potatoes
for scab and rot.

* * *

HAVING A GOOD OPPORTUnity recently I asked Dr. Bolley a
few questions and ~tained from
him information which had probably been published in one form or
other, but which many do not see,
and which J · pass along to those
interested. It is too late in the
season to use this information' this
year, but it may come in handy
when gardens and seed beds are
being arranged next spring.

. ,. '~ *
ASKED ABOUT

l<,IRST I
ASTers and what causes them to blight.
In common with others who have
tried to grow asters I have had
some very unsatisfactory experience. Year after year the plants
have blighted, sometimes wilting
down altogether and sometimes being withered and distorted on one
side, including one side of the blossoms. I have tried growing them
on soil which had never borne asters, and still they would wilt most
of the time. Still when they have
escaped this trouble the results
have been so pleasing that I have
kept at it. This year r see no sign
of blight on my dozen plants that
re just coming into bloom.

* * *

DR. BOLLEY S A Y S THAT
'his trouble is due to an infection
hich may be carried in the soil
r on the seed. He says that if
iseased plants have once grown
11 a particular spot it is practicalimpossible to rid the soil of the
faction. Removing the soil for a
:,ot or more and filling •n with
ew soil will not answer, as there
11 be diseased roots much deeper,
d the germs Ol' spores-whichevthey are-will come to the sur-

W. P.

DAVIES

face later on. Steaming to a dept
of 18 inches has been tried withou
success.

*

* ALL,
* SAYS THI
FIRST OF
authority, the soil used must b
free from disease. Then if plant
are bought from a nursery the
must have been grown in clea
soil and from clean seed. If th
seedling plants are infected in th
slightest degree the case is hope
less.

*

* ,::

li<

* *

MANY PERSONS GRO
their own plants from seed. Th
soil used must, of course, be cle
Then come!' an interesting featur
Pick the seed over carefully an
destroy every seed that is shrunke
or malformed. Then give the r
maining plump, perfect seed
bath in the formaldehyde solutio
that is used for wheat smut an
other grain diseases.
FORMALDEHYDE,
pears, will destroy the few spor
that may be attached to the su
!ace o! the sound seed. But if an
of the seeds are small or ill form
the presumption is that it is b ,
cause they are diseased, with
st;ong probability that the troub
is internal and cannot be reach
by any external application.

* * *

THIS PLAN OF SORTING 0
seeds and applying formaldehy~e
is recommended for almost all
kinds of seeds. For sweet peas
there is also recommended the removal each year of the soil to the
depth of a foot or more, if the
trellis is to remain in the same
place, replacing other soil on which
sweet peas have never grown. This
will tend to prevent the blight
which begins at the root and travels up the stalk. and of which I
can see some evidences already.

*

* *

WEATHER
CONDITIONS
have a great deal to do with the
development of plant diseases. The
best growing weather for plants is
often the best growing weather for
their enemies. Fungus diseases generally thrive best in a warm, moist
atmosphere. If the disease is one
which is carried in the soil and
spreads from the roots upward,
spraying will do little good. On the
other hand, there are air-borne diseases which are controlled by
spraying with the proper mixture
but it must be remembered that
the spray th~t is death. to potato
bugs v.111 have nc, effect on aphis,
and still a different spray must be
used for fungi.

THAT REMINDS ME
TonAY AND YESTERDAY BY

LIKE A GOOD MANY OF THE
rest of us the Aberdeen News has
been checking up on the "good old
days" and the days which we are
apt to think are
not so good, and
it ha s reached
the following conclusions:
"Whatever may
be said of the depression and its
attendant
hards h i p s, it h as
brought about a
r e t u r n of the
"good old days"
of a generation
ago we've been
telling our children about when
nickels were harcl
Davies
to get and a dollar was a fortune in the hands of
a small boy who had to get out
and earn it.

W. P.

D.\vlE

never more than 30 years
us."
~~

';!

-:;:

GOOD OR BAD, THE OL
days were different, not that hu
man nature differed greatly fro
human nature as it is today, bu
that the conditions that surround
ed people were different. We hav
become accustomed to convenien
ces that were not in existence 50
years ago. The automobile has
taken the place of the horse and
buggy, and we have become so accustomed to it that we consider it
a necessity. We think nothing now
of driving 100 miles to spend a few
hours with a friend. Fifty years
ago we couldn't do that, but it
didn't worry us. We had no idea
that such a thing would ever be
possible. We had no more thought
of driving 60 miles an hour than
we had of flying. And because we
had a fair-to-middling nag was apt
yond the possibilities of the day
we were probably just about as
''IT IS POINTED OUT THAT A well satisfied as we are now.
dime in those days would buy so
much more than now-almost a
STILL, THE OLD *
DAYS WERE
square meal, and the like, but as u not days of universal content.
tramp of that period once express- There were all sorts of newfangled
ed it-"It was hell to get the dime:· things which are now obsolete, but
were then considered highly
* DAYS WHEN which
"THE GOOD OLD
desirable. The young fellow wh
we were boys. They don't differ had a fair-to-midling nag was ap
much in any age, nor are their to look with envious eyes on th
glory dimmed or their enjoyment other fellow who had a real trotte.
lessened by environment or stress with which to take his girl ou
of circumstance.
riding, and money was often spen
for needless things which shoul
*
*
"A BOY IS JUST AS HAPPY-- have gone to pay off the far
more so, perhaps-in tattered pan- mortgage.
taloons and barefooted than in
clot}?.es fit for princes and scions
of the wealthy.
NOBODY SPENT MONEY FO
*
electricity ·or electric gadgets, bu
"AND EVEN BEFORE THE nobody had much money to spen
depression reached its present on anything, so that evened thing
stage, we could see little difference up. In s_pite of the lack of labo
in the boys of this generation than saving appliances, people seeme
those of a generation ago.
to have more leisure, perhaps be
*
cause · they did not do so man
"IT IS JUST AS EASY TODAy things.
.
and was three or four years ago,
oofore the depression arrived, to
MODERN EXPENDITURE 0
et a boy to run an errand for a money for mere entertainment
nickel or a dime as it was in 1890. seems to have grown dispropo1·tion* *
ately. The earlier period had nothAND THE BOYS OF TODAY ing to correspond to the motion
11 work just as hard and as long picture and the elaborate refreshor a bicycle and enjoy it just as ment parlor. In this respect, inmuch as the kids of 30 years ago.
stead of increasing and gratifying
wants in proportion to income and
"THE GOOD OLD DAYS? THE the general scale of living we seem
kids of. this period will tell their to have developed entirely new
children 30' years from now of "the wants, the gratification of which
ood old days" when they had to accounts for a large share of our
crimp and save and sell papers expenditure. Perhaps our young
and run errands and wear tattered people have better times than their
overalls because of the hard times. elders had, but I am not sure of
ter all, the good old days are that.

* * -,·

·* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *

*

* *

* *

*

* * *
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IN ONE RESPECT, AT LEAST,
grasshoppers resemble human beings. There ls no telling what they
wlll eat. In Pembina county the
sow thistle has
for many years
been one of the
farmer's worst
p e s t s. Whole
fields have been
matted solid with
this weed and all
other vegetation
has been choked
out. I am told
that this year in
sections where
the sow thistle
was thickest the
hoppers have taken the matter in
Davies
hand and eaten
these plants right
down to the roots. Again, I have
just watched a grasshopper feasting on a dandelion leaf. Many persons know that dandelions make
excellent greens, provided leaves
are collected from plants growing
in rich soil with plenty of moisture
and plenty of room. Under these
conditions the leaves are tender
and br:ittle, not unlike lettuce. But
the plant on which the hopper fed
grew in sod, and was of the dry,
stunted kind that can't be made
ten~r even by cooking. Nevertheless, the hopper seemed to like it
and made visible inroads on the
leaf while I watched.

* * *

SOME HOPPERS LIKE RHUbarb and some seem not to care
for it. Occasionally rhubarb leaves
will be untouched while other vegetation in the vicinity is riddled.
Last year I had rhubarb s~ripped
down to the stalks and this year
the process is being repeated. Hoppers also seem to like the blossoms
of many flowering plants, regardless of color. I haven't found them
attacking sweet peas, but petunias
are badly chewed and zinnias suffer. I have considered spraying the
whole premises with arsenate of
lead, but the trouble is that the
beasts have wings, and before all
the hoppers for a mile around are
poisoned all the vegetation will
be eaten anyway. I have already
found them laying eggs, thus preparing for next year's crop.

twines around a support in a counter-clockwise. direction and it cannot be induced to change its di- I
rection. I have twisted vines in tho'
reverse direction and tied them '
fast, but invariably they have lg- ,
nored my efforts and followed ·
their original course. Some of the
plants which attach themselves to ,
external objects by means of ten- 1
drils have the odd habit of attach-,
ing the extreme end of the tendril
first and then throwing a loop
around the support. That, also, is
a habit that cannot be changed.

* * *

DUANE AND MRS. SQUIRES
ate lunch in Brantford, ·Ont., my
old home town, on their way home
from the east for the summer. H
I had known they were to be there
I would have directed them to the
Kerby hotel, with its dining room
with lofty ceiling and mirrored
walls. To me that was a place of.
superlative magnificence, and it
wouldn't surprise IJ1e to learn that
Joe Digby is still behind the counter, where, on my last visit, he was
still greeting travelers as he had
been doing for 40 years. Duane
didn't know of that hotel, however,
and ate lunch elsewhere. He thinks
Brantford is a beautiful town,
wherein I agree with him,

* * *

THE OVERNIGHT STOP
of the Squires' was at Woodstock,
the county seat of Oxford county,
the home county of President
Hoover's mother. Huldah Minthorn,
the President's mother, was born
in North Norwich township, Oxford county, and spent her childhood there. Her parents and grandparents were quakers, and several
members of the family are buried
in th·e little cemetery of the Old
Friends' Meeting House in that
township.

*

*

*

ACCORDING TO ONE BIographical sketch the President's
great-grandparents on both sides
moved to Canada, in the one case
from Pennsylvania. and in the 0ther from Connecticut, and a writer
unfriendly to Mr. Hoover says that
they moved because of Tory sympathies. It may be that they were
of the group known as United Empire Loyalists, who, not sympathizing with the American Revolutionary movement, which appeared
* *
to them unjustifiable rebellion, sacSOME TIME AGO I WROTE rificed their homes and property
about the habit of the ironwood and moved to British territory.
tree to grow spirally. In this there
is a great difference among ind!IN TRAVELING WESTWARD
vidual trees. Occasionally an iron- from Brantford the Squires' passed
wood will have its fibers fairly throug~ or close by Uie pretty litstraight, while another will have tle town of· Paris, which neatlea in
them twisted almost like a rope. I a valley too deep and with too
have never noticed if the twist of precipitous sides for railroads to
the iroawood is always in the same reach, and whose people must
direction. I wonder if others have. climb a steep hill to take trains.
>t
Farther west that passed quite near
THAT HABIT OF SPIRLAL the SW&.lllP where the Benwell

*

* * *

*

*
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SUMMER FAIRS AT GRAND and from the standpoint of attendForks began away back In terri- ance the fair was a failure.
torial days, and at one time Grand
NEXT THERE FOLLOWED A
Forks was the home of the terrimidsummer
carnival, frankly and
torial fair. The
fair ground at exclusively for entertainment.
that time was sit- Aside from the games, bicycle and
u at e d a little other races and general entertainsouth of where ment features, the outstanding
the Great North- number on that program was a giern round house gantic and exceedingly beautiful
now is, and flower parade, which at least seemwhere Northern ed to be miles lang, and in which
league baseb a 11 floats and equipages were decked
games were play- out in flowers. Those were the days
ed l at e r. The when we traveled chiefly by horse
power, and there were some strikelaborate s t a g e
ing turnouts. Horses' coats were
e n t e r t ainments
curried and brushed until they
which have since
shone, carriages and harnesses were
become important polished, and drivers and guests
fair features had were anayed in costumes In which '
not been develop- the flower idea was kept upperDavies
ed, an d horse most. As a spectacle it was the
was the chief entertain- finest thing ever seen in Grand
Forks.

* * *

* * *

* * *

FOR SEVERAL YEARS GRAND
Forks and Fargo were rivals for
the establishment of a state fair.
Grand Forks people introduced a
bill in the legislature during the
session of 1905 establishing the
state fair at Grand Forks, and for
a time it appeared that the bill
would pass despite the efforts of
the Fargo delegation to round UP
sentiment for their own fair movement. When the rival forces checked their support It became evident
that while the Fargo group could
block the Grand Forks bill they
could not pass their 0 ~ · The
deadlock was broken by a ~omprom!se which gave each city the
t t f i .
lt
t
s a e a r m :,1:a erna
e years.
>1·
THE FAIR AT.GRAND FORKS
has twice suffered severely from
fire. The first Liberal Arts buildIng was destroyed by fire, presumably caused by lightning, about a
*month before the date fixed for the
DURING THE EARLY YEARS fair. It was at first thought that a
of statehood there was ~o perma- would be necessary to cancel the
nent fair organization ~n Grand fair for that year, as it seemed imForks. Fairs of various kmds were possible to make the necessary
held from year to year, each being changes or arrangement in time.
an independent enterprise, man- Instead, however, work was started to be miles long, and in which ed on a new building. Every availfor that purpose each year. One in- able man and boy in town was put
novation was the holding of street on the job, and a classy new bulldfairs, which had become quite the Ing, surmounted by a dome, was
vogue. Funds were subscribed for ready for occupancy by fair time.
prizes to be awarded for exhibits That building was later burned,
of farm and garden products and and in the rearrangement of the
the line of exhibits usually found plant the new l.lberal Arts buildin the liberal arts section of any Ing was built toward the north
fair. Business men, in addition to side of the grounds.
their contributions to this fund,
erected booths in front of their A DECIDED TltEND TOWARD
premises, and in these the exhibits the livestock industry has been
were shown.
shown in the regular and rapid increase in the demand for accommoBECAUSE CURRENT CROPS dations for animals. Exhibits of
of grains, fruits and vegetables dairy and beef cattle have always
were featured at these fairs, and been numerouit and excellent, but
because of the desire to attract the early exhibits of sheep and
crowds after harvest, when money hogs were meagre. These have
would be available for shopping, grown until it. has been necessary

HORSES WERE BROUGHT
for those races from great distances, and the crowds were very
generally horse-minded. Names and
records of the entrants were as
familiar to the general populace as
are the batting averages of outstanding baseball players today.
While I have no information as to
public bookmaking, betting on the
races was quite the rule, and considerable money often changed
hands as a result of the more interestlng races. In addition to
sporadic betting between individuals there were places around tbe
t bl
nd back of the grand
s a es a
stand where one could make a bet
on any p h ase o f the race which
interested him. While the presence
of the informal . bookmakers was
generally understood it was not
officially recognized, at least in
any public way.

*

* *

* * *

* * *

the street fairs were held late in to erect new buildings. for them,
September or early 1n October. and almost always in late years "t
ll'wice the weather was Ideal for has been necessary to house som
~e J>Urpose, b:qt the last 1treet of these exhibit# in improvise
falr was marked by old weather structures.

WHILE I HAVEN'T LOOKED simple, but at first it looked like
the matter up I suppose there are magic to me.
in the stntutes of North Dakota
provisions regµlating the licensing
and use of ferr i e----6,,,- M a n Y
bridges have been
built, but ferries
are still in use.
In territorial
days there were
no bridges and
the ferry provided the only regular means of
crossing the larger streams.
The first and
only ferry with
which I was acquainted until I
Davies
was in my late
teens was only
used for crossing the Grand river
at Newport, three miles below
Brantford, Ont. Once there has
been a bridge at that point, but a
flood had swept it away and all
that remained of it was the wreck
of a single pier between which and
the shore there had been a draw
to permit boats to pass. In my time
they had reverted to the ferry.

*

* *

THAT FERRY, LIKE MOST
other river ferries, was merely a
flat-bottomed boat planked over
and with railing on each side. A
heavy chain, anchored on each
shore, ran through pulleys at each
end of the ferry and over a sprock·et wheel. A chark was attached to
the wheel, and by means of this
the ferry was propelled from one
side of the river to the other. It
was all very simple, and when the
craft was Ioadea. down with a
team and heavy wagon and several
pedestrians it took a lot of elbow
grease to get the thing across.

*

,I!

*

* * *

PEMBINA'S FERR y
WA s
succeeded by a pontoon bridge, and
that by the present permanent
structure. The pontoon bridge was
sold to· the city of · Grafton, towed
to a point on the river opposite
that city and installed. It gave
access . to a large trading territory
in Minnesota, and I suppose it is
still doing duty.

* * *

A TERRITORIAL LAW PROvided that county boards might Iicense ferries, and the license gave
the holder a monopoly of traffic
for two miles up stream and two
miles down stream. ·u was a misdemeanor for any other person to
operate a . ferry within those Umits.

*

*

*

* *

*

ALL OF THE EARLIER RED
ri¥er 'bridges were provided with
draws of some sort to permit the
passage of boats. Each pontoon
bridge had a section which could
be opened and closed. The Oslo
bridge is · -p rovided with massive
counterweights by means of which
the whole bridge can be elevated
enough to permit the passage of
such craft as once navigated the
~tream. The old DeMers avenue
bridge at Grand Forks had a center span which turned on a pivot.
The Minnesota avenue bridge is of
similar construction.
THOSE DRAWS WE:RE ACTUally used for some years, for steamers plied the river and hauled
barges loaded with wheat, which
was transferred to the rails at
Grand Forks. For some years a
~od deal of attention was given
to the idea that instead of wheat
being hauled to Grand Forks py
water and then transferred to the
;railroads it would be hauled here
by rail a11d then transferred to river boats. Grand Fo1ks was to be a
seaport.
THE IDEA WAS THAT THE
grain would be floated down the
Red river to Lake Winnipeg,
thence through the lake and down
the Nelson river to Hudson's bay.
The Nelson river is a turbulent
stream, but its difficult stretches
were to be overcome by dams and
canals .. The canal ide~ fell through,
and instead the Canadian govern-.
ment. built the Hudson's Bay railroad, which carried grain from the
prairies to Churchill. In the meantime we have come. to. look in another· direction for water transportation, and as a result of the treaty
just signed ocean vessels will in
the near future be docking at nu..

MY NEXT FERRY WAS AT
Pembina. I had occasion to cross
the river there in 1884 and several
of us boarded the ferry. I expected to see somebody turn a crank,
but there was no crank. Instead,
the ferryman . hauled in on one
rope and slacked off another, and
we began to move across the
stream. What made us go? Nobody
was pushing and nobody pulling, so
far as I could see. There was no
evidence of either steam or horse
power at eith~r end.' It was all very
mysterious. I didn't like to ask
questions. That would have been
evidence of greenness. But I had
to find out what madtt that ferry
go. So I sat
the bank and
watched while the hing made two
or three trips and at last I solved
the problem. Of course it is VP.~t. luth.

THAT REMINDS ME
TODAY AND YESTERDAY BY

FOR TWO DAYS THE WEATHer bureau predicted showers for
North Dakota, and in two days of
blistering heat, followed by nights
only a little cooler the only thing
in the nature of
a shower at
Grand Forks was
a microscopic
sprinkle that deposited less moisture than the average dew. Wednesday's shower
was a decided improvement, but it
was behind schedule.
when t h e
weather bureau
predicts showers
Davies
for a given great
area and some locality in that area
gets none there is a disposition to
accuse the bureau of inaccuracy.
This is not fair to the bureau. A
prediction of "showers means that
there is a probability of spotted
rainfall, here a little, there a lot,
' and in some places none at all.
And while we in Grand Forks were
longing for rain, other places in
the state were getting it.

*

* *

*

*

DURING THE DAYS WHEN
• we might have been inclined to
think that the weather bureau had
slipped a cog rain amounting to
one-third of an inch or more fell in
• Bottineau, Crosby, Minot, Williston, Beach, Dunn Center, Parshall,
and Sanish. Duri.ng that period
there were lighter showers at a
dozen other North Dakota points.

·
•
•

,

*

AND ANOTHER THING: THE
gears of the weather have evidently got out of mesh. Take Monday
night, for instance. Along in the
small hours it thundered and
lighteninged at Grand Forks, and
we had a slight mist. All that commotion came from a black cloud
that came straight up from the
south, which is contrary to all the
rules and regulations. When things
are working regularly we expect a
hot day to be followed by a thunder
storm from the southwest or northwest, and I daresay the oldest inhabitant cannot remember ever before seeing a thunder cloud coming straight from the south. No
wonder it didn't rain.

* * *

AS AN EXAMPLE OF pNqualified and unadulterated optimism I submit the case of the good
housewife who, after Wednesday's
shower, set the wash boiler Qut in

W. P.
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the back yard to catch soft w!:!,ter
from the next rain.
/

* * *

ABOUT THIS MATTER OF
soft water, is it a fact that rain
water does a garden or a lawn
more good than city water? I feel
quite sure that it is, not because
of difference in the water, but because of difference in quantity and
in the manner in which it is applied.

*

*

*

A RAINFALL OF A QUARTER
of an inch is a nice shower. A
heavy rain, lasting steadily for an
hour, will precipitate water about
one inch deep. A brisk shower lasting 15 minutes will give ~ quarter
of an inch of · water. A barrel of
water will cover a surface about 15
feet square a quarter of an inch
deep. As an interesting exercise,
fill a barrel with water from a garden , hose and note how long it
takes. Then run from the hose a;
barrel of water on every patch of
ground that you have, 15 by 15
feet and you will have the equi
valent in water of a 15-minute live
ly shower.

* * *

RAIN WATER DOES MOR
good than city water for one rea
son because when it does com
there is more of it. Also, it is dif
ferently applied. Except in torren
tial storms the rain is absorbed al
most as fast as it falls until th
moisture has penetrated to a con
siderable depth. When watering i
done with a hose the stream is us
ually applied with such force as to
compact the surface and the soil
has the appearance of saturation
when in fact no water has got near
the roots of plants.

* * *

CITY WATER IS OFTEN CONsidered injurious to plants "because
of the chemicals which it contains." City water as now treated
contains no chemicals which were
not in the river water before treatment. The difference between the
two is that ill the city water there
is a smaller proportion of "chemicals," which a't'e the various salts
of lime, magnesia, and so forth,
which are found in all our wells
and streams. Rain water, of course,
is softer than either, but the proportion of foreign material in either' raw river water or the much
softer city water, is probably not
great enough to have any perceptible effect on vegetation. Some of
this material is actually essential
to healthy plant growth, and if the
soil is deficient in it the lack must
be supplied from other sources.
,1

)f,

NOTWITHSTANDING T II E
fact that we have had three days
in succession W'hen the thermometer registered 100 or over; that
points in North
D ak ot a wer e
about as hot as
anywhere on the
continent· a n d
that during that
period the nights
also were uncomfortably hot; notwithstanding all
this, like the man
who had never
had delieium tremens we of the
northwest "ain't
seen nuthin' " in
the way of we~ther in comparison
with what is experienced as a regular thing in
some other parts of the country.

I had become acclimated elsewhere,
and the weather which~-had once
been perfectly normal had become
unendurable to me. I wondered
how I had lived through it, a:p.d I
longed for a breath of cool North
Dakota night air.

* *

*

'ST. LOUIS HAD A PERIOD OF·
that sort of weather during the
fair in 1905. I have no recollection
of the temperature~ but it seemed
to me the hottest weather I had ever struck, not because of the days,
but because of the intolerable
nights. Out where I stopped, in a
little suburb, we would lie out qn
the grass until the small hours of
the morning, but even that didn't
help much, for the earth· radiated
heat and the.re was·. not a suggestion of coolness in the air.

*

*

{

I
1

.

·

*

CHICAGO CAN BE AS HOT AS
any place, and once in that city,
after a blistering day, I thought I
IN IMPERIAL. VALLEY CALI- was in for a .night of torment, b?t
' .
nature was kmd.· A breeze came m
fornia, a temperature of. 120 1s not
f rom .th e 1a k e an d I d ran k my fill
.
unusual. Death valley simmers hke of it and thought how much like

* * *

~~

~:~r;; ~fJc::c~fi~ t7:m~:r;~~:: North Dake~ tas*

does not rise much higher than it
does in North Dakota. One very
important difference is that our
heated spells are f~w and brief.
They are trying while they last, but
they are soon over and we have a
cha~ce to recuperate. In the ~outh,
and m much of. the east what 1s unusua_l for us 1s normal and long
contmued.

* * *

THEN OPR NIGHTS, AS A
rule, are cool. ,Two or three recent
nights were uncomfortably warm.
In the course of a summer we may
have half-a-dozen such nights. But
almost always, no matter how hot
the day, there is a chance to cool
off during the night and to build
: up strength for the next day.
Throughout much of the country
there is no such relief. Hot nights
succeed hot days and people swelter in discomfort.

* *·*

AS I HAVE MENTIONED SEVeral times, my boyhood was spent
in southern Ontario, and I was accustomed to such weather as
there was. Revisiting the old home
town after' an absence of 20 years,
I landed in the middle of a hot
wave. The , weather had been f,Uffocating for weeks, and it kept that
way all the time. ,I was there... I
could stand the .h ot days.;. but the
hot nights drove me to desperation.
The natives didn't seem to mind it.
They took · hot nights as part-· of
the· game. They had always been
used to them. Then it occurred to
me that I, too, had once been accustomed to just such. weather, but

it
I HAVE BEEN FORTUNATE
in never striking New York in hot ,
weather but I have been baked
and friz,zled in Chicago Cleveland
St. Louis and Buffalo, ~nd the on~
thing that r associate with hot
weather in all such places is the
sight of little children trying to
play on the sidewalks after sundown. Somewhere,· miles away, perhaps, are parks, with grass and
trees, but the tenement people
know little of such things. Children reach adolescence without
ever moving more than a few
blocks from where they. were born.
Grim walls of brick and stone surround them. Their landscape is a
narrow street with hard, unyielding pavement and their playground
concrete sidewalks ba}:ted almost to
incandescence. · Green grass and
trees they never see, nor flowing
streams, and their sky itself is obscured by smoke.

* * *

THERE ARE MANY DESIRable thi:ngs in the great city, but at
any season they are counterbalanced by discomforts of which the
small town dweller knows nothing.
And in hot weather we who live in
North Dakota, whether in its littie cities, in its villages or on its
farms, have reason', to · bless our
stars, n.ot only that . we are free
fFom the ·crowding and discomfort
of the great city, but where ·hot
nights are, so · few as to serve merely as reminders of what might be·,
and where, almost· always the coolness of the night brings. refreshmen; after the heat of the · day.

WHAT COULD BE MORE OPportune than the offer of a sound
investment? Nothing, pe:vhaps, unless it might be infor:rpation as to
how to get something to invest.
Anyway, while I
was not looking
personally for an
investment, m y
attention was directed to an advertisement in a
magazine of wide
circulation beginning:
After careful
selection, we are
offering h e r ewith, some exceptioqal items that
Davles
are priced in accordance w i t h
the present market trend and represent investment possibilities
which have not occurred for many
years.
That made me sit up and take
notice, for even though one have
no money, bargain prices always
have a certain fascination.

* *

*

f erings found on the financial
pages, say, along in 1929.

*

*

*

*

*

*

THE ADVERTISEMENT, 0~
course, appears in a stamp collectors' magazine, the American Philatelist, and it is one of a large
number of offerings of interest, at
least, to the collector. When King
George of Great. Britain and so
forth, is not busy reigning over 8
or 10 nations or dominions, he
spends part of his spare time collecting stamps. His collection is
said to be one of the finest, if not
the finest, in the world, and his
maje~ty is said to be not only an
enthusiast, but a real authority on
the subject.
STAM.PS, LIKE OTHER INANImate objects, are interesting because of their associations. I have
seen a collection of bits of rock
which looked just about like any
other few _h andfuls of pebbles. But
those stones had been gathered
from hundreds of plaqes, some of
them thous.a nds of miles apart, and
each recalled to its owner a locality, an incident or an adventure.
They symbolized and -recalled years
of delightful wandering.
THERE IS~ I sbPP~OSE, A CERtain fascination in collecting anything, merely for the pleasure of
having a complete set. But there
are other possibilities in the collection of stamps. Each stamp has its
own period. The paper on which
it is printed and the ink used on ,
it belong to that period. Its .en-

EXAMINING THE ANNOUNCEment I found that had nothing to
do with stocks or bonds or any of
the more usual articles of commerce, but related to postage
stamps. While prices of current issues of postage stamps have not
been advanced it takes more
stamps to do the same business, so
I glanced over the Ii.st of prices to
see if anything .could be done
·about it. 1 found what appeared t.o graving represents some stage of
be some astonishing bargains.
artistic development. Its design
may commemorate triumph in war
or achievement in peace. The porA 1-CENT STAMP OF THE IS- trait which it carries, if it has one,
sue of August, 1861 in indigo, is may be of soldier, statesman .. or
listed at $3,000. There is a · disparity scientist conspicuous in his day,
in prices, however; for one can buy now revered, perhaps, or now fora 30-cent stamp of the same date, gotten. To the initiated whole
printed in red orange, for only $3,- pages of fascinating history may
500, which looks like a bettea: bar- be written on the small surface of
gain, although there may be those a single stamp.
who do not care for red orange.
*
Or, if one is interc~ted · in quantity WITH SOME INDIVID$UALS
pu:r.chase, he may buy a full sheet stamp collection is a commercial
of 100 3-cent stamps. same date, for business, conducted with skill, and
$2,500, which brings them dowr1 to in some cases very remunerative.
cnly $25 · each. :Single stamps are Prices .of rare issues have tended
listed as low as $70, and for a few to appreciate as more persons behundred dollars one ' may have his came interested in making collecchoice of all the colors in the spec- tions. The business slump, it
trum. Most of these stamps are would, seem, tends , to check this
canceled, but there are unused process; and , it would be strange
specimens, and they, of course, if the sale value of collections 0thcould · be used in mailing letters, er than those of the first rank have
which is a further inducement. As not diminished greatly. Proba'.bly
an investment offering the list the few prices quoted above, with
struck me as being a humdinger, others' in the list, a1;e real bargains,
and I have no doubt that in· the as such things go. Anyone looking
opinion of many investors - it com- for such an invest~ent is welcome
pares favorably with the usual of- to the information.

* * *

*

*

I

MENTION OF HAN D LING
gold by weight carries one back to
the days of '49, the California gold
rush days, or perhaps to th'e more
recent days of
the great gol
strike in t h e
K I on d i k e. In
those cases, as in
others where the
discovery of
large gold deposits drew great
crowds far beyond the confines of civilization, gold in its
raw state served
all the purposes
of currency. The
fine grains that
Davles
had been recover-·
ed by washing
from the sands of streets were
weighed out as a chemist weighs
out his drugs and the gold was
handled at a stated price. Nuggets
were appraised in like manner. A
pair of scales was an essential in
a gold camp.

ern individual · check, were in use,
but these were only for those who
handled business on a big scale.
The small fry had no bank accounts and wrote no checks.

* * *

.

PAPER CURRENCY WAS UNpopular. State bank. bills might be
worth par or nothing at au, and
the· value of national currency was
uncertain. Silver was in current
use, but it was bulky, and transactions of considerable size were settled in gold. It behooved the handIer of money to know that the gold
coins that he received were of full
weight and fin.eness. Hence the
gold coin scale.

* ·* *

AT THE OPP O SITE EXtreme from the settlement of accounts in gold was the use of paper for small change. In Canada we
had a 25-cent bill which was
known as a shinplaster. In the
United States there were paper
bills for 25 cents and 10 cents.
There may also have been other
denominations. I am told that on
this side all such fractional currency had the term "shinplaster"
I HAD A REMINDER OF THE applied to it, but on our side of
days when gold coins were also the line we used that term only
weighed regularly as they changed for our own 25-cent bill.
hands when I was shown a gold
coin scale among the treasures of
AMERICAN F RAC TI O NA L
a local friend a few days ago. It cur.rency did not circulate with us,
was the first scale of the kind that but in our town a man who ran a
I had seen for many years, al- little shop devoted to odds and ends
though I can remember when they carried ·a small stock of such curwere in general use. This particu- rency which he sold at a slight
lar scale dates back to about 1825, premium to those desiring it. The
and the manufacturer's stamp de- small bills were convenient for
scribes it as "J. Allender's gold those who wished to send small
coin scale, manufactured by I. Wil- sums by mail to this side in pay
son, New London, Conn."
ment for small purchases. In those
days I had a little printing press
THE SCALE IS A FLAT PIECE of American make, and quite often
'bf brass, pivoted,. . . near. the center, I bought those little bills with
with circular indentations the size which to pay for supplies.
of the several gold coins in use.
One of these indentations fits a $20
HAVE WE MORE THAN ONE
gold piece, and the others, respec- variety of humming bird in this
tively are for $10, $5, $2.50 and $1 territory. Reed's bird guide says
pieces. Across the bottom of each not. It describes the ruby throat as
space is a slot the exact thickness the only one of the family east of
of the _c oin which belongs in that the Rockies. I have seen the ruby
space. The coin to be tested must throat many times, and I have also
fit the space provided for it, lying seen · humming birds that had no
flat, and in that posftion it must colored throats .. I had a go.od look
just balance the scale. Also it must at· one the other evening as it was
slip through the slo~. Thus the feasting on hollyhocks and as it
·s cale provides a test for each coin perched on a fence a few feet
as to weight, diameter and thick- away. It is not often that the little
ness. If the coin is of the right di- beauties will settle down like that.
mensions, but is too light, tt con- This bird had the irrid·e scent back
tains a lighter metal than gold, as and · wing feathers that are famalso if it is of the right weight but iliar in the tribe, and a grayishis too wide or too thick.
white breast and throat. This corresponds to the . illustration of the
SUCH SCALES WERE ONCE female bird given in the guide, so
in common use in banks and by I suppose this is the wife · of some
o~hers who handled quantities of more gaily adorned bird ·who was
coin. Gold coin was then a com- elsewhere. at. the time. Except
mon medium of exchange. Written among human beings it is the male
orders, corresponding to the mod- who wears the fine· clothes.

*

*

*

* * *

*

* *

* * *

*

* *

I

IN THE APRIL NUMBER OF
the North Daltota Historical Quarterly is an article by Douglas C.
McMurtrie on "Pioneer Printing in
N o r t h Dakota.
According to the
writer the best
available records
indicate that the
first p r i n ti n g
done in what is
now North Dakota was at Fort
Union, in the
northwest corner
of the state. It is
a fact that · there
was published at
that place in 1864
a little "newspaper" called the
Davies
Frontier S c out,
whose :publisher~,
Winegar and Goodwin, were mem:.
bers of Captain Greer's detachment
of the Thirtieth Wisconsin Infantry, which was stationed for some
time at the fort. The little paper
was issued spasmodically, and a
. few copies have been preserved.
The McMurtrie article gives fac, similes of two copies.

paper published at Walhalla by
]father Belcourt, a Catholic missionary. In this Mr. Winship was
probably mistaken. It is likely that
he confused the work of the · two
missionaries, and the story of the
Barnard press seems to be well
authenticated.

* * *

WHILE THERE IS NO RECord of his having done any printing Father Belcourt was an important factor in the early history
of Walhalla. His name has been
spelled in several different ways,
but the one used above is perhaps
as good as any. According to Lee's
"The Long Ago" he came to Walhalla in 1845 or 1846, established a
Catholic mission and in a short
time he had built a log· church 28
by 50 feet, in the basement ·o f
which he lived. He brought to Walhalla the. first church bell ever
used in the valley, and among oth·er activities he built a little mill on
the Pembina river which ground
flour for the inhabitants.

* * *

THE CHURCH, WITH ITS
bell, was moved later to Leroy,
some miles south of Walhalla, antl _,, .
still later was returned to WalWHILE FORT UNION SEEMS halla, where I suppose it is dill in
to have been the scene of the first use in the Catholic church there.
: printing done in the state, the press
that was used there was not the
FATHER BELCOURT SEEl1S
first brought to the territory. The to have made several visits to St.
first press was brought in by Alon- Piul during his service at Walzo Barnard, a missionary who con- halla. In 1851 he was one of a par
ducted a mission at Cass Lake and ty en route to Pembina of which
in 1853 moved to St. Joe, now Wal- Ch~rles Cavalier was also a mem
halla. With bis other effects Mr. ber, making his first trip to th<
Barnard brought a little printing territory, and not long ago I quot
press which had been given to him ed from an address of Mr. Cavalie;
by Oberlin students, and which is his amu~ing story of Father Bel
described as "of unique · pattern, court bemg · towed across a rive
with frame and legs of wrought clinging to the tail of his horse, th
iron; and was one of se~eral that ford at that place having bee
had been made as light as possible deeper than was supposed.
for a trip around the world."
, * *
* * *
THERE ARE INACCURACIES
BARNARD HAD USED THE in . the early accounts which leav
press at Cass Lake for the print- one. in doubt as to certain facts
ing of small religious tracts ·and For instance, in one paragraph Le·
leaflets which he used In his work. tells of the Barnard party comin~
It has been said that he used it in from Red Lake down the Re,
a similar way at St. Joe, but there Lake river to the Pembina trail
is no reliable evidence that he did ·and then traveling overland t
so. In 1855, when the Walhalla Pembina. In another · he refers t
mission was abandoned Barnard thezx:i reaching Pembina by way· o
took the press to the Red River the Red Lake and Red · rivers b
settlement at Fort Garry, where canoe. The party with which Cav
it passed into the hands of Dr. alier and Father · Belcourt travele
Shultz, publisher of the Norwester, followed the Pembina trail all the
Manitoba's first paper. The little way, but they had started with
Barnard press was used in print- horses and could not have trans- ·
ing the N orwester while the . reg- ferred to canoes. It seems likely
ular press was disabled.
that the Barnard party, having left
Red Lake by canoe, would continue
IN AN ARTICLE IN THE. HIS- on their journey in that manner
tory of the Red River Valley .Geo. as both rivers were navigable for
B. Winship says that the .first pub- light craft, and it was down str·e am
lication of any kind in the Red riv- all the .· way. The reference. to the
er valley was a little missionary Pembina trail, is probably a slip.

* * *

*· * *

*

* * *

·

~

IN CHILDHOO
to regard the In
the western Inthirsty savage, a
species o:r vermin to be exterminated by whatever means were
available. This
course beirig nece s s a r y to the
peace and progg res s of the
whites, who were
ordained of God
to occupy an d
possess the land,
as it had been ordained that the
Children of Israel should occupy and possess
Davies
the land of Canaan, driving out or exterminating
the idolatrous inhabitants thereof.

I

*'

* * *

THAT MENTAL ATTITUD ~
was not universal, but it was com
mon, and it has served as the ba
sis for much of the tradition which
has been built up around the march
of what we call civilization westward across the con tin en t. It has
distorted our view of one of the
important factors in our history.
Among other things it has thrown
a false glamor of romance around
the Custer tragedy.

*

* *AGO P. E.
A FEW YEARS
Byrne of Bismarck, 'in a .book "So~diers of tl.a:e Plains,'• ·p resented
something of the Indian's . side of
the picture. He has prepared for the
North Dakota Historical quarterly
an article entitled "The ~uster
Myth," in which his views are further set forth, and in that article
he sets forth some 'facts which do
·not make . entirely pleasant reiding.

*

* · MONTH
WITHIN , A FEW
General ~heridan issued · an !o rde
declaring that Indians found out
side the ·clearly defined limits · o
their . reservations would be unde
the exclusive ·jurisdiction of the
military authority and as- a .rule
would be considered hostile. In oth-:
er words, Indians found hunting in
the territory specifically set · forth
for that pm:· pose were to be considered hostile.

' .

* * *

THEN CAME THE SURVEYS

*

*
TO THE * AVERAGE
BOY
"fighting Indians" was properly
the major activity of all frontier
whites, because Indians were necessarily enemies and in the way.
Slight thought was given to the
fact that the Indians were there
first, and to the possibility that
they might have rights of their
own. It was from this pinnacle of
self-righteousness that we were accustomed to survey the western
scene and to regard all controversies that arose between Indians
and whites. The slaughter of an Indian tribe was an act of heroism,
and if whites lost their lives ·in
such an enterprise, they were can
onized as martyrs.

*

~

IN THIS ARTICLE MR. BYRNE
tells of the treaty of 1869 which
set . apart for the Sioux Indians ' all
ot' the territory in ·south Dakota
west of the Missouri and the use
as a hunting area of the great
.tract reaching into -Montana. This
was to be the Indian~s exclusiv
hunting domain, and·. it use or oc
cupancy '•by ·o thers for any 'pur
pose whatever was forbidden.

MOST OF}' US
were accustofued
dian, especially
dian, as a blood

1

for the Northern Pacific railway.
It does not appear, says Byrne,
that any steps were taken to secure permission from the Indians
for the crossing of their- lands for
this purpose, yet the treaty provided that their should be no crossing without consent. Surveying
parties did cross, guarded by military detachments, and the Indians
were helpless.

~

* *

RUMORS OF GOLD IN THE
Black Hills brought another invasion under government auspices
and under military escort, and it
was Custer, who was in charge of
one of these exploring forces, who
sent out the first definite news of
the gold discovery which started
the rush to the Black Hillse Again
there had been no Indian permission for this invasion of Indian
territory.

* * *

CONFLICTS
BETWEEN INdians and whites ·occurred and the
Indians were summarily ordered
to get within the ·b ounds of their
reservations and remain there on
pain of being treated as hostile.
"Here was notice to the world that
henceforth force and not moral
suasion must be the means by
which the red. man must ·be
brought to terms." This summary
of the complaints against the govermnent
presented:

*

*
*
GOVERNMENT
TROOPS
AND
civilians had invaded the Indian's .
reservation and
is h u n t i n g
grounds.

*

'tc:

,,;

' * *

*

'*

*

GOVERNMENT H A D PERmitted-at any rate it had failed
to prevent-the wanton destruction
· of the Indian's wild game, particu. larly the buffalo, that all-important source of .tood and shelter.
·
BY REA.SON OF ADMINISTRAtive inefficiency- frequently because of fraud and dishonesty on
the part of unscrupulous govern1ment agents, traders and othersthe. food suppUes called for by the
.treaty failed many times to reach
lhe reservations in time to relieve
the· crying needs -of the Indian.
)f:
THUS THE
FOOD SUPPLY
provided · by the wild game and also that provided directly- by the
government in accordance with
treaty requirements was reduced to
a point . where, often, ·the Indian
found himself facing a condition
approaching starvation. lt was
such a situation as, . later, General
Sheridan described in his official
.: report: ."There has been an insufficiency of food at the agencies,
and as the game is gone, ·hunger
has made the Indians in some cases
1
desperate, and almost any race. of
men will fight rather· than starve."

* *

* THERE
OTHER
LAPSES
were in the government's tr~aty
. obligations, failure in providing ad. equate . supplies of clothing and in
providing .schools and , instructors;
failure in providing the ·needed
supplies of .agricultural implements, ·s eeds and livestock.

*

* 'ADDED
*
AND _.NOW,
TO ALL
this, war comes to the Indians!

*

*

* --SITUATION
·THIS ·wAS · THE
that ·existed when. the governmen
sent out its forces to· make de
structive warfare on the Indians
and it was in .one engagement i
'w hich Custer :was seeking- to fin
and destroy a band of Indians tha
he and his men were killed.

